Introduction.
In the last two decades,much progress has been made on the regularity theory of harmonic maps between manifolds,for instance,one can see [GG1] , [GG2] , [SU] , [E] , [B] etc. Since the methods used in these papers are variations of Schauder's device of freezing the coefficients they need assume that the metrics are at least uniformly continuous while in [SU] , [E] , [B] they assume g G C 2 (M). If the image of a map is contained in a convex ball; the metric of the domain is only bounded measurable,Hildebrandt-Widman proved the map is Holder continuous(see [H-W] ). On the other hand,M.Gromov and R. Schoen established the existence and regularity theory of harmonic maps into singular space(see [GS] ). It may be more interesting,m view of analysis,to consider the same problem when the domain is singular. In this paper, we shall consider this problem and prove partial regularity results of energy minimizing maps from manifolds with bounded measurable Riemannian metrics. We will consider the more complicated case,for example, the domain is a algebraic variety, in elsewhere.
Suppose M is an n-dimensional differentiable manifold, g is a metric on M ,then g can be represented by a positive definite matrix (gij) in each coordinate chart (T>^x l ) of M.If g^ merely belongs to L 00^, R), then g is called bounded measurable Riemannian metric,or simply L^-metric.Let (iV, h) be a smooth compact Riemannian manifold, by the Nash embedding theorem, we can always assume (iV, h) is isometrically embedded in some Euclidean space R^.
In order to discuss harmonic maps from (M, g) [SU] ,pp309). Since we are interested in the regularity theory, we assume (M, g) is simply (Bi,g) where Bi is the unit ball in R n ,<7 is an I 00 -metric on it. For convenience,we identify the matrix (gij) representing g in standard coordinates (a; 1 ,... ,x n ) of R n with g itself. In addition we adopt the notation: l<a<ral<2<fc
The main result of this paper is the following:
where A is a positive constant, I is the unit matrix. Assume (TV, h) is a smooth compact Riemannian manifold, u is an E-minimizing map from (Bi,g) to (N^h). Then there exists a e = £(A) >
Remark 0.1. Meyers'example (see [G] ,pp 157-158) shows that the c aregularity in the theorem is optimal.
As a corollary of Theoem l,we have: We follow the approach of Hardt and Lin in [HL] .However,there is a major difficulty in this approah when the metric is merely measurable,i.e. one cannot do the domain blow-ups and take the limit.To overcome this difficulty,we use the Green functions(cf.[H-K-W],[H-W]) to get the necessary estimate.
The rest of the paper runs as follows: In §1, we will introduce some notations and prove Lemmas.In §2 we will prove energy improvement theorem (Theorem 2.1).Once the energy improvement is obtained , one can prove Theorem 1 and 2 easily by standard technique,for the details see [SU] or [HL] ,we will omit them in this paper.
Preliminaries.
Let a a P = g a P (det(g a p) then G k (x,y) and G%(x,y) enjoy the following properties, see [GW] . i)0<C?fc(a;,y)<c|a:-y| 2 -n , c = c(n,A).
By (*) (**) we have
One can show that v^-Wk £ I/f 0 nL oo (jBi, R fc ) with the help of the maximum principle. Taking Gl(x,y) as a test function of the above equations and noting the propertity (ii) of G^(x^y) we get: 
JBI-.2<T
JBaiy)
JBI-2CT JBI
Due to property (iii) of G£(#,?/), we can obtain:
JB^a JB a {y) ' JBi
However,it is easy to see, for every sequence {fki} C {A}, there exists a subsequence of {fki} which is also denoted by {/fc},and a /o G Lf 0 (Bi^'R k ) such that fk converges weakly to /o in Lf 0(^1 > R-*) anc i //c converges strongly to /o in Zr 2^! ,^). Thus, we arrive at: / I 4 fo dx\ dy = 0, for every y G J5I_2 ( T.
JBx^a JB a {y)
Since cr is arbitrary in (0,5), for some small positive 5, the above equality implies fo = 0 in J5i, the Main Lemma follows. □ where 0 </i<j,0<a<l, and c is constant independents of k. Suppose r G (9, l/2),take c^ = ^^ = -f B u^ dx in the definition of i?fc,and set: Notice that u;£ is the solution of (2),we can obtain ( see [G] 
Proof of Energy improvement

